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I have the Sims 3 PC retail version. I do not have any illegal versions. I have updated the game to
1.0.615.00107, and it worked until the patch. It gave me the error: "Your Sim could not be placed on
the lot" and it said I needed to update to 1.0.631. I updated, and it said the patch was downloaded,
but it wouldn't install. Now I can't install my game. I even tried updating the game to version
1.0.631.001. It gives an error saying it cannot locate the patch. I have not installed any mods, but I
have downloaded a few sims (sims 3 starter pack (with the "bunny" sim) and a few extra characters.
I have triple checked my game files, and they are all correct. I can not update my version of The
Sims 3 1.0.615 to 1.0.631. I uninstalled my version of the Sims 3 and downloaded the retail version
again. However, the installer on my computer will not allow me to install my version of Sims 3 again.
I have run the installer, and it reads that it is "up to date." I do not have any illegal versions. I have
updated the game to 1.0.615.00107, and it worked until the patch. It gave me the error: "Your Sim
could not be placed on the lot" and it said I needed to update to 1.0.631. I updated, and it said the
patch was downloaded, but it wouldn't install. Now I can't install my game. I even tried updating the
game to version 1.0.631.001. It gives an error saying it cannot locate the patch. I have not installed
any mods, but I have downloaded a few sims (sims 3 starter pack (with the "bunny" sim) and a few
extra characters. I have triple checked my game files, and they are all correct. Any suggestions?
Please help. Your Answer My Answer I have the Sims 3 PC retail version. I do not have any illegal
versions. I have updated the game to 1.0.615.00107, and it worked until the patch. It gave me the
error: "Your Sim could not be placed on the lot" and it said I needed to update to 1.0.631. I updated,
and it
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